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An industry group released labeling guidelines to keep non-compostable packaging out of the green
bin, and New York provided an overview of updates to the state’s food scraps recycling law.

Ensuring proper curbside composting: The Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) released a set of
guidelines covering labeling and identification of compostable products and packaging. The
resource is geared toward establishing consistent, category-specific guidelines that “make it easy for
consumers, composters and others to identify compostable products and packaging, with the goals
of reducing contamination, facilitating food scrap composting programs and decreasing landfill
methane production.”

According to BPI, non-compostable packaging materials that look like truly compostable options have
created significant contamination problems. The disruption has led some composting companies to
stop accepting certified compostable items.

The guide is designed for product and packaging manufacturers and brand owners but may also be
useful to composters and state and local governments, according to BPI.

Organization expands resource list: The Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) added dozens of
entries to its database of community composting resources, after receiving a grant from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. NERC “worked with community composting sites in six states to develop
and expand such programs,” the organization wrote.

The list of resources, all of which are free to download, includes information on planning community
composting sites, ensuring regulatory compliance, volunteer training and retention, and more.

Updates to New York law: The New York Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) recently
held a webinar covering updates to the state’s Food Donation & Food Scraps Recycling Law. The
updates will take effect Jan. 1, 2022. A recording of the webinar is now available.

The changes will require businesses that generate more than 2 tons per week to “donate their
excess edible food and recycle all remaining food scraps if they are within 25 miles of a food scraps
recycler.”

Statewide composting requirement: Communities across Vermont are delving deeper into organics
diversion, after a statewide landfill ban on food scraps took effect in July. The regulation is part of
the final phase of a 2012 recycling and composting law, according to VT Digger, and it is leading to a
“dramatic increase” in food scrap diversion, multiple haulers and composters told the newspaper.
Vermont’s law is the first statewide composting requirement in the U.S. for residents and
businesses, according to the Elko Daily Free Press.
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The latest recycling industry news

Pacific NW states ponder paper and
packaging EPR
A multi-stakeholder group in Oregon is
urging state leaders to implement an
extended producer responsibility program
for printed paper and packaging. In
Washington, officials are developing
recommendations to reduce plastic
packaging waste.

In My Opinion: Not all producer
responsibility is created equal
In this first of a four-part series, a recycling
industry consultant lays out the variations
in different producer responsibility
programs, and he discusses how system
structure affects outcomes.

Recycling sector shows positive
financial outlook
Financial experts predict restructured
contracts will lead to greater stability in the
recycling sector. They also anticipate
technology and corporate sustainability
pushes will benefit the industry while
ample consolidation will continue.

Scrap paper and plastic markets hit
by confluence of forces
Supply and demand realities for key
curbside materials are evolving fast,
impacted by the coronavirus pandemic,
domestic processing capacity increases
and other key trends, according to two
experts.

China and Hong Kong issue new
plastic import rules
Recycled plastic pellets are facing greater
scrutiny upon import into China,
international recycling stakeholders
recently reported. Meanwhile, Hong Kong
moved to incorporate upcoming global
regulatory changes in the plastic waste
trade into its domestic legal framework.

Empire State to put millions toward
recycling research
The state of New York will inject nearly $12
million into academia to study and improve
the recycling system. 

Lithium-ion battery recycler to build
New York facility
Canadian firm Li-Cycle Incorporated, which
handles lithium-ion batteries from e-scrap
and other sources, is developing a $175
million processing hub in the U.S.
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